G20 corsica

The GR 20 or fra li monti is a GR footpath that crosses the Mediterranean island of Corsica
running approximately north-south, described by the outdoor writer Paddy Dillon as "one of the
top trails in the world". The trail is considered to be the most difficult of all the GR routes and
consists of two parts: the northern part, between Calenzana and Vizzavona and the southern
part, between Vizzavona and Conca. Vizzavona is considered the middle as there is a train
station, and therefore is an accessible point for walkers beginning or ending a walk consisting
of half the route. From Vizzavona, the train can be taken to Bastia or Ajaccio as well as many
smaller towns and villages such as Corte. The northern part is considered by some [ who?
Along the trail there are mountain huts described [ by whom? The standard and price of
accommodations and food varies from refuge to refuge. Hikers can sleep in a tent near the
refuge, but it is not permitted to pitch tents along the trail. The GR 20 is an advanced trail. Other
less difficult trails on the island include the Mare e monti from sea to mountain and the Mare a
mare from sea to sea trails. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Red Bull ultrarunning.
Retrieved October 21, Hidden categories: All articles with specifically marked weasel-worded
phrases Articles with specifically marked weasel-worded phrases from February Coordinates on
Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons
Wikivoyage. Calenzana , Conca. The railway station in Vizzavona. A hiking boot, found just
before the last refuge before arriving at Conca â€” the southern end of the trail. Hiking on the
GR20 in Corsica. Our latest news. Reservation of refuges and meals, guided treks, self guided,
tailor made itineraries, different levels of comfort, with backpack or lightened sack. Corsica
Aventure GR20 specialist. This can lead to accidents, soles being duck taped together and foot
injuries. This is so frequent, that one enterprising guardian sells new boots from his refuge.
Cristina completed the GR20 solo. Cristina took two weeks to complete the trek from North to
South. It was quite an exploit, she told us about the challenges of her trek at this time of year 29
May Here is her account. This guide book is a great source of information, it offers a gradient
profile and summary of each stage of the trek, from North to South. The information is accurate
and up to date. The GR20 is a mythical long distance hiking trail that traverses the island of
Corsica diagonally, from Calenzana in the North, to Conca in the South. The km trail follows the
granite backbone of mountains that divide the island in two, many of which soar above m
altitude. The GR20 is the best and toughest long distance hike out there! Stunningly beautiful
and varied. If you do a stage per day, it takes roughly 16 days, this will depend, of course, on
your fitness and the weather. In the North, you are constantly doing steep ascents and plunging
descents. In the South, there are different challenges, such as, long technical exposed ridges.
On this website, you will find all the information you need to prepare for your trip, reserve your
night stops, choose your gear and pack your bag right. This will maximize your chances of
having an enjoyable and successful trek. This website will give you all the information you need
to plan and prepare for this great mountain walk. Before you undertake the GR20 hike, you must
get mountain fit, do not underestimate the challenge. You can discover our offers: large
selection for groups choosing to do the GR20 with a guide, without a guide, GR20 without bag
porterage from the South or North. Corsica Aventure also offers sport stays with bikes, kayaks,
canyon, sail Special prices for groups and families starting from 4 people. Check out our
website : Reservation for groups : Instead of setting out with seven maps in your rucksack, now
you can have the whole of the GR20 on just one map. IGN published this new map on the 2 nd
March Continue reading. Do the GR20 with a local specialist Reservation of refuges and meals,
guided treks, self guided, tailor made itineraries, different levels of comfort, with backpack or
lightened sack. Chuck your old shoes out! Corsica Aventure, Corsican agency specialised in
hiking and organization of sport stays. Latest news! GR 20 is a long distance trail that traverses
Corsica diagonally from north to south. Even though the GR20 doesn't require any climbing
techniques, perfect fitness level and confidence in walking over a variety of rugged terrains is
necessary. You can walk in either direction through the whole trail or any of the two sections
only. Because the GR 20 is quite overcrowded and most hikers walk southwards, some people
recommend walking northwards, to limit the meetings of crowds to short periods only. Note:
For the best online map of Corsica go to GeoPortail. The following table lists all daily stages of
the GR 20 route. Click on the links to see more information about a particular stage and its
detailed map including variants, side trips and escape routes. Calenzana , the northern starting
point, is located near Calvi and is well accessible from the Sainte Catherine Aeroport. You can
go to or from Calvi by a ferry too and then use a bus route Calvi Calenzana. See the bus
Bastia-Clavi timetable or look up the train from Bastia to Calvi. There is a railway station in
Vizzavona with trains going to and from Bastia and Ajaccio, as well as the bus route Ajacio Corte - Bastia. Learn more about Corsican airports or how to get to or from Corsica by ferry or
by air. Besides the main entry points in Calenzana, Vizzavona and Conca there are a couple of

another places where you can get on or off the GR 20 trail:. The best time for the GR20 trek is
late June and early September, when most huts are open, weather is not so hot and the trail is
less crowded than in July or August. Between November and May there is snow in the
mountains and the trail is quite dangerous. There are no guards in refuges off-season, so you
have to carry all food. In winter February to April , the GR 20 can be only crossed by
experienced cross-country skiers with a high mountain guide. The winter variant of the GR20's
northern part is known as l'Alta Strada. Mountain huts refuges along the GR 20 offer basic
accommodation and food. Refuges, where can sleep people see details of the particular stages ,
have usually one large dormitory with long wooden bunks that are equipped with thick
mattresses. Sleeping in tent nearby the refuges is possible, on other places along the trail it is
not permitted. Taking a tent is a good idea as you cannot always guarantee that you can get into
a refuge. Additionally there are a couple of private bergeries, gites and hotels along the trail that
are generally more comfortable and more expensive see stages. Refuges are the only places
where you can buy food and get drinking water along the trail. In some stages you can go
shopping to the villages below the mountains Calasima or Albertace in the 5th stage , Soccia in
the 6th stage etc. All the above apply to the season from June to September only. Although the
PNRC refuges stay open all year round for safety, don't expect food, drinking water, heat and
light in them between November and May. The trail is well marked with red and white rectangles
on rocks, boulders and trees. Feeder paths are marked with one colour. There are also small
stone heaps along the path. It's still easy to get on a feeder path or to lose the way, so having a
good map is necessary. You can admire beauty of the GR 20 in this fantastic minute
documentary video filmed by Michele, who was so kind and posted it to our forum. He did the
Northern part of the trek in July Note: You are welcome to link to the files using this link. Please
don't link to the files directly, because their name and location could vary. It is a network of
long-distance footpaths in Europe, mostly in France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Spain. GR20
is considered to be the most difficult of all the GR routes. Its Corsican name is Fra li monti
sometimes spelled wrong as Fra li monte , what means "across the mountains" in Corsican. Ask
a question or share your personal experience related to the GR 20 trail in our GR20 discussion
forum. Please, don't ask questions in the comments below on this page. Comments are
provided just as a feed back for the page's author and may be deleted after some time. Save this
page to Del. All texts and images c Corsica for Hikers, unless stated otherwise. It is considered
to be the most difficult of all the GR routes and one of the most beautiful mountain trail in
Europe. Route planning The trail consists of two parts: The northern part starts in Calenzana
and stops in Vizzavona. It is the most difficult part, because of the steep and rocky paths, but it
is also considered more beautiful. The southern part goes from Vizzavona to Conca and is
easier, but less spectacular, except the Coscione plateau with its green meadows. Mountains
above Calenzana. Looking toward Refuge de Carrozzu. Refuge de Manganu. Lac de Bastani. The
GR20 is a beautiful long-distance hike across the French island of Corsica. It is considered one
of the toughest long-distance trails in Europe. The mile km trail traverses the Mediterranean
island from north to south, beginning in Calenzana and ending in Conca. The difficult rocky
northern part, which begins in Calenzana and ends in Vizzavona. On this section you'll have to
tackle constant steep ascents and plunging descents. The Southern part, which spans from
Vizzavona to Conca, is the easier leg of the trail, but not as spectacular as the northern part.
You can choose to do either of the two parts or complete the entire hike from Calenzana to
Conca. You can do the trail in either direction, but it is most often done from north to south. If
you are looking to avoid the crowds it is suggested that you hike northwards. The terrain is
rugged, but the trails are well marked with red and white rectangles on rocks, boulders and
trees. Although the trail is well-marked it is still highly recommended that you make use of a
map to avoid getting lost. The amount of time needed to complete the trail can vary
considerably from hiker to hiker, but on average it should take hikers between days. When
planning your trip, be sure to factor in an extra day or two in case of inclement weather. You
may also want to consider a few extra days to enjoy the rich culture and history of the various
villages as well as spend time at the beautiful beaches. Mountain huts known as refuges offer
basic accommodation along the route as well as the option to purchase food and drink. These
refuges generally consist of one large dormitory that sleeps between people. You may also have
the option to sleep in a tent near one of the refuges, this option is also a bit cheaper than
staying in the actual refuge. It is recommended that you pack a tent in case any of the refuges
are booked so you have a place to sleep. Wild camping is prohibited so you will need to make
sure you set up camp in the vicinity of a refuge. There are also private lodgings along the trail
and although they are more comfortable they will also be more expensive. It is recommended
that you visit in late June and early September when most of the refuges are open, the weather
is not so hot, and the trails are not so crowded. If you choose to do one section per day, the

hike will take you 16 days, weather permitting. You can either do the trail from north to south as
per the itinerary or south to north. Photo by Irena Tsvetanova. This guidebook provides low and
high-level alternatives, extra mountain climbs and everything you need to know about this
tough route including what to bring, maps and how to trek. This guidebook promises to provide
you with all the information you could possibly need when embarking on this hike. In this video
by Friendly Hiker, you can see that the GR20 is truly one of the most difficult hiking trails in
Europe. Follow these six hikers day by day on their epic journey through an impressive
mountain scenery. Corsica is known for its micro-climates; each valley can be different. The
weather is unpredictable and can change quickly. It is also important that you make sure not to
carry too much, as that can be equally dangerous. See our top European hikes picks, or check
out these popular hikes. This guide will provide you with everything you need to know before
embarking on your journey. GR20 Trail Overview. The trail consists of two parts. Avoid hiking in
July and August as this is the most popular time and the trail will be crowded. Length: The hike
spans north to south across Corsica and is miles km long. The total ascent is around 10,m. The
GR20 is considered very tough. This hike should not be taken lightly, and it is a significant
physical challenge, especially considering you will be carrying a heavy backpack. The hike is
steep and strenuous. It is recommended that you embark on the hike in late June or early
September. The number of days needed to complete the hike varies greatly from hiker to hiker.
No permit is needed to hike the GR There are mountain huts refuges that are owned by the
national park. You also have the option to camp near the refuges or stay in privately owned
hotels. Highlights Of The GR20 Trail Cirque de la Solitude: This is a steep and challenging part
of the trail, you will encounter this obstacle in the 4th section. Hikers will have to climb with
chains that are bolted to the rockface. Lac de Nino: This is a beautiful glacial lake in the middle
of grassy meadows. This can be found in the 6th section. Lac de Melo and Lac de Capitello:
These are two glacial lakes surrounded by rugged rocks in the 8th section. Monta Incudine: The
highest mountain of Souther Corsica. It provides great vistas of Plateau de Coscione and can be
found in the 13th section of the trail. Aiguilles de Bavella: These are spectacular cliffs you will
encounter in the 14th stage. Typical GR20 Itinerary. First stage: Calenzana to Ortu u Piobbu.
Second stage: Ortu u Piobbu to Carrozzu. Third stage: Carrozzu to Haut Asco. Fourth stage:
Haut Asco to Vallone. Fifth stage: Vallone to Ciottulu di Mori. Sixth stage: Ciottulu di Mori to
Manganu. Seventh stage: Manganu to Petra Piana. Tenth stage: Vizzavona to Capanelle.
Eleventh stage: Capanelle to Col de Verde. Twelfth stage: Col de Verde to Usciolu. Thirteenth
stage: Usciolu to Crocce. Fourteenth stage: Crocce to Asinau. Fifteenth stage: Asinau to
Bavella. Sixteenth stage: Bavella to Conca. GR20 Map and Guidebook. With this guidebook you
will feel prepared and confident to embark on your journey. Video Overview. What kind of
climate can I expect? The temperatures can vary greatly. You need to be ready for anything and
everything. From very hot to severely cold mountain weather â€” even in summer. Do I need to
bring any equipment? Do I need insurance? What language do they speak in Corsica? They
speak French and a little English. Are there any fees you need to pay to hike the GR20? There
are no fees as of yet, but you will obviously have to pay to stay in the refuges etc. Browse more
hikes in Europe See our top European hikes picks, or check out these popular hikes. We work
with local guides to offer great value adventures at unbeatable prices. This post contains
affiliate links for which Expedition Wildlife may receive a commission where applicable at no
additional cost to you. This post will cover recommendations and tips, gear considerations, and
more. Gear Necessity: Light or ultralight gear highly recommended see list below. Food
available along the trail, but recommend purchasing as you go. Someone is available to take
payment for pitching a tent, as well as to maintain the toilets and prepare food for visitors. Easy
foods, such as cheese and crackers, can also be purchased, and an overhanging tent for
coverage while eating can be used. The GR20 trek is on the island of Corsica, just off the
southern coast of France. This designation is apt, as the consistent significant elevation gain
and loss, coupled with the need to use your hands during dozens of instances throughout the
route, make for a challenging trek overall. The biggest danger on the trail overall is bad weather
in the high mountains. Be sure to stay put if the weather is foul from the get-go as dry rock is
near-essential for some sections in the northern route. Photo by Christa Rolls. The GR20 is
classified as a long-distance trek, spanning nearly the entire north-south distance of the
Corsican island, a total of miles kilometers. It has a serious mountain-to-valley elevation
variation of about 32, feet 10, meters over a day hiking period. The northern starting point is the
town of Calenzana and the southern terminus is the town of Conca. Keep to these marked areas
as they will provide the easiest and safest direction of travel. The most common direction of
travel is from north to south, as most hikers prefer to get the harder days out of the way first.
The GR20 has a north section and a south section. Vizzavona, a small town, marks the junction
between the two sections. The aforementioned guides and online resources have nearly

everything you need to know about each stage of the hike, day by day. The ocean view from
Pietranera, Corsica. Most refuges and re-stock locations will stay open through September. Wait
until the refuges are open and the snow has largely melted away from the main parts of the trail.
This is, of course, unless you have mountaineering experience and plan to hike the trail with the
appropriate gear and experience. You may need to bring crampons if you go earlier in the
summer season. I must say, the Facebook page is especially helpful for updated trail
conditions. I went in September and the weather was perfect. Yet, plenty of people were on the
trails and at the refuges. Just look at that view! Check out our other long-distance trekking
guide of the Tour du Mont Blanc! This accounted for:. With the purchase of the tent space or
refuge bed, use of the showers which were always cold by the time I arrived and communal gas
stove is free of charge. Prices for tent spaces and food at the southern refuges are comparable.
No matter where you are starting your hike, give yourself one full day to travel to the trailhead. It
just takes time and a solid handle on the train or bus schedules to get to where you need to be.
Check out the unofficial Corsica bus corsicabus. Keep in mind that bus and train timelines will
change outside of the high season. This is typically mid-to-late September. This is, of course,
unless you want to only do half the route on the easy side traveling North-South. In this case,
you would start at Vizzavona and end at Conca. Head to Conca to do the full South-North trail or
the easier half of the southern trail. Start at Vizzavona if you plan on doing the harder
half-section of the South-North trek. If you are traveling the traditional North to South route, the
best option would be to fly or ferry into Calvi directly. Calvi is the closest major town near the
north trailhead. From there, you can either hail a taxi directly to Calenzana or explore around
Calvi and take the Beaux Voyages once-a-day bus to Calenzana. Note that Beaux Voyages has
limited operations times outside of July and August and may only run on weekdays. It might
cross your mind, to walk to the trailhead at Calenzana from Calvi. Tickets for the train to Calvi or
Vizzavona can be bought directly at the train station. Consider getting a flight that arrives earlier
in the morning to give you time to get to the train station to catch the train, then travel the
three-hour journey to Calvi. You may also start off from Ajaccio or Porto Vecchio to get to the
trailhead. Again, I recommend flying into a northern airport if starting on the north end. The train
does not go to the southern terminus of Conca, or Porto Vecchio, if you are considering a south
to north route. Contact the Gite de la Tonnelle ahead of time to arrange for a shuttle transfer to
Conca from Sainte Lucie. The GR20 forums state there being issues with bed bugs in some of
the tents and bed spaces. This is a good reason to bring your own tent! If you are planning to
trek the GR20 during the high season, especially July and August, contact the refuges ahead of
time to reserve yourself a bed or tent space. The next option is to bring your own tent and pay
for a space to sleep on the refuge grounds. Just know that refuges tend to get busier as you
move south. The easier sections of the trail have more day hikers! Periodically, there are hotels
where you can get an actual room, if you want a hot shower and good bed. Wild camping is
technically illegal along the GR I packed all my own food for the entire northern section trip.
However, I did end up getting lunch snacks at most of the refuges to carry for the following day.
This, coupled with my Jetboil system, was heavier than I would have liked. I would recommend
having some snacks in your pack for the day and purchasing most meals at the refuges. This
will save you a ton on pack weight, as long as you can manage the refuge meals financially.
Otherwise, skip bringing your stove system , as the refuges will offer a gas stove and utensils
for cooking. All refuges will offer some variation of breakfast and dinner, and some a selection
of snacks and lunch barquettes. Fewer still will have miniature stores with fresh cheeses or
freeze-dried meals for purchase. Note that some refuge meals are definitely better than others,
both in my experience and based on what my fellow hikers told me. The dinner at Refuge
Tighiettu was fabulous local charcuterie, delicious pasta with sundried tomatoes and olives,
and an apple puree for dessert. Friends on the trail raved about the omelets and dinner at
Auberge U Vallone. The prices are pretty high, but carrying all of the food can be grueling, too.
Refuge managers will always tell you which water spout is potable or not. The southern half of
the trail, however, has a different bacteria in the water. It is recommended to only use potable
water stations or bring a water filter with you. I also kept the filter at camp with me. If you drink
like a camel, grab the Sawyer Mini water filtration system. Nearing the Ford along Le Golo
Fleuve â€” just look at those pools of glorious water! On my first night in Calenzana, the
weather forecast anticipated only sun for two weeks. Yet, a raging thunderstorm came from
over the mountains and poured down on us. Thankfully that was the only time during my trip!
Be sure to layer up as well. The elevation gain and loss will take you to colder, windier places,
then back to warmer, less windy locales. Even in summertime, the evenings can be quite cool in
the mountains. Always check the weather forecast with the refuge the night before and morning
of heading out. The difficulty level of the GR20 should not be taken for granted or lightly.
Anything can happen in a mountainous and remote region such as the Corsican mountains.

Leaving your itinerary and travel plan, and setting up call times to check in with someone,
ensures you can be found somewhat quickly if something bad were to happen to you on the
trail. Always be mindful of where you place your feet. Use poles when you need to, and know
when to put them away. These are my favorite hiking poles. I swear by my Vasque hiking boots!!
This was the best advice I received on the trail. Take time before or after the trail to explore
other parts of the island and experience Corsican culture. I spent a good amount of time in
Bastia after my trek and I had a lot of fun. There are options to explore the historic city and eat
amazing food, kayak, go boating, take a bus to Erbalunga or Saint Florent and simply explore,
scuba dive, horseback ride through the hills of Cap Corse, and more. If you can swing it
financially, only carry enough food in your pack for snacks and some kind of lunch. Otherwise,
forego carrying all of your food and a stove with you. If you must carry a stove, I recommend a
small gas stove or getting a Coleman canister to pair with a tiny setup and a titanium cup.
Refuges will have a kitchen with gas available for your use as long as you have paid for a tent
space or bed in the refuge. There are many places where you can purchase gas canisters, the
most common type being the pierceable canister. You can purchase adapters on amazon to
have these fit to the screw-on canisters, such as those used with Jetboils. I found mine at a
hardware store a few blocks from the train station in Bastia. This is a tough trek, so listen to
what your body needs and modify your hiking days accordingly. Rock cairns on the GR20 are
appropriately placed to guide hikers in the right direction. DO NOT add to or remove stones
from these carins. They are especially useful in the high mountains when the trail blaze had
been wiped away. My pack weighed a solid 12 kg without water, which was definitely more than
I wanted given my total body weight. Keep in mind that I was carrying everything on my own.
There are buses and trains to get you around most of the island. In the summertime and early
fall, the buses and trains will run quite regularly. Outside of this season, some routes will stop
altogether. Check the tourist information office websites for timetables and other information.
Otherwise, contact one of the main tourist information offices for information about routes and
timetables. Beaches found around Cap Corse and the Porto Vecchio region are especially
lovely. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
View Larger Image. Top tips and recommendations for hiking the GR Getting Around Corsica
Afterwards. About the Author: Christa. Christa is an avian ecologist and conservation biologist
who loves to go birding, hiking, and traveling to see what this wild world has to offer. Her
passion has always been to study wildlife and find ways to meld wildlife conservation and
preservation with human activities and actions. She also has a special affinity for wine, coffee,
cats, and maps. Follow Expedition Wildlife on Facebook at facebook. Related Posts. September
8th, 4 Comments. August 30th, 0 Comments. August 7th, 0 Comments. August 5th, 0
Comments. June 9th, 0 Comments. Leave A Comment Cancel reply Comment. This website
stores cookies to improve your experience. Read more about it in our Privacy Policy. I Accept.
Go to Top. Hiking the GR Overview. Cost of Hiking the GR Getting to the Trailhead.
Accommodation on the GR Weather on the GR Skip to main content. Log in to get trip updates
and message other travelers. GR20 Reviews. Hiking Trails. Sorry, there are no tours or activities
available to book online for the date s you selected. Please choose a different date. Quick View.
More Info. Do nothing Is this attraction a good picnic spot? Yes No Unsure. Would you
recommend this place or activity to a friend looking for an exciting and thrill-seeking
experience? Is this attraction exciting, unusual, or risky to visit? Would you send a friend who
is visiting for the first time to this place or activity? Is it free to enter this place? Thanks for
helping! Share another experience before you go. Full view. Corsica France. Best nearby. Get to
know the area. A magnificent tour to discover the Gulf of Porto, the calanches of Piana, the
marine village of Girolata and the unmissable reserve of Scandola. Classified in , it covers an
area of 1, hectares and protects a remarkable biodiversity. More info. Write a review. Traveler
rating. Selected filters. All reviews cold beer refuges tents trekking campsite trail challenge
terrain. LeoLHR wrote a review Aug London, United Kingdom contributions helpful votes.
Demanding trekking but amazing scenery. I guess GR20 is one of the best trekking in the world
for a reason. As people who has done will say, it is really demanding trekking. But as long as
you are fit and motivated, it could be really enjoyable experience. The terrain is really difficult
with broken and loose rocks and it requires some scrambles. The huts along the trails are
excellent. You can book them in advance. You can choose between dorm beds or pre-pitched
tents. I would suggest tent for summer time as it could be warm. The food was also excellent.
Read more. Date of experience: August Difficult walk but enjoyable with lots of scrambling.
Refuges and campsites good for the region they are in. Cold beer available and food. Great
challenge. Date of experience: July Dan D wrote a review Apr Fantastic challenge. As long as
you know what your letting you self in for and have done some training you will enjoy it. Even
with all this injuries, weather etc can conspire against you, so be willing to turn back or take an

early bath. Date of experience: April Pertti P wrote a review Oct Le Pouget 29 contributions 33
helpful votes. Experiences and observations from the GR 20, northern part. I do not wish to
repeat the general information of the GR 20 available on the internet and in books. However, I
wish to share some practical observations that may be useful. The character of the hike GR 20
is considered difficult. The trail is steep, and the use of both hands is often necessary like in
rock-climbing. The climb has the advantage of offering a secure foot and a good grip.
Descending is more difficult as the feet slip, and the knees are constantly put to the test. Chains
are made available for the most difficult parts. A heavy bag is quickly a handicap. The
cumulative elevation gain of the northern part Calenzana to Vizzavone is m - a figure that
illustrates the roller coaster character of this hike. That said, we found that the recommended
day-hikes an average of hours per day were reasonable. Calenzana The hike starts in Calenzana
- 13km from Calvi and 12km from the airport. The only bus to Calenzana starts from Calvi at 14h,
which is not practical. For such a short distance, it's highway robbery. But you can walk from
the airport improvising a shortcut and join the D 51 that leads to Calenzana. Life on the trail The
keys to success are an early start and a lightweight backpack. The camp is awake from the first
light - at six o'clock in the month of September. It's nice to start walking before the heat of the
day. One can enjoy the scenery without hurrying when one has time. However, it is good to
arrive early to avoid thunderstorms which usually occurring in the afternoon. The hike is well
marked, which did not prevent us from going astray several times. Indeed, there are several
alternative trails and some hairpin bends where the landmarks are not very obvious. There are
no red-and-white crosses to indicate a false path, and it is the absence of the Polish flags that
justifies a half-turn and allows to find the error. Backpack My backpack weighed nine kilograms
without water , but I was carrying too much. The essential things are: - Clothing - Sleeping bag Footwear for the refuge - Alarm clock - Photocopies of the guide - Lighter or matches - Cash Something to nibble - 2. A dinner and breakfast can be ordered before 18h The refuges offer the
possibility of renting tents Quechua, two places, with inflatable mattress which are permanently
mounted. It was after a first night next to a hiker sleeping with his dog, and a second night next
to a big snorer that we opted for renting a tent. From then we were able to sleep well. The
refuges have a telephone connection with a parabole, but the guards do not give any
information on the weather. The refuges are managed by the Natural Park of Corsica, but there
are the other possibilities of lodging. Ascu is a ski resort with a hotel, a private refuge and a
restaurant that offer good value for money. On the fourth day, it is worth walking 30 minutes
further than Tighjettu to reach Bergerie de Ballone cabin which offers a good table and tents for
rent. The sixth day can be divided into two stages staying at the Castel de Vergio hotel,
restaurant, lodge, campsite , or stop 30 minutes before the refuge Manganu, at the cabin of
Vaccaghja good food, camping. Which direction to choose? If you hesitate to take the GR 20
north-south or south-north, the solution is simple: make a round trip :- â€¦. Date of experience:
September PRS48 wrote a review Oct Brisbane, Australia contributions 28 helpful votes.
Demanding walking. Walked just a section of the GR 20 near Monte d'Oro but it was enough to
convince us of the toughness of doing the whole route. A lot spent scrambling and at times
searching for the footpath markers but highly rewarding in terms of views and a feeling of being
in La Corse sauvage. Uncrowded in October. Be wary of bad weather closing in suddenly. Date
of experience: October Helpful Share. Despite the rugged nature of much of the terrain, it is a
hike that is within the capabilities of most backpackers, due to it being exceedingly well marked
and sporting regular accommodation and resupply options. I hiked the GR20 in All logistical
information has been updated as of March, One of the biggest issues for many people on the
GR20 is the question of resupply. I recommend the following:. The descent to Conca â€” the
southern terminus of the GR Thanks, very interesting. No worries. As for the other website,
what can I say, it definitely seems to be the best online resource for the GR20! As I mentioned, it
is very well marked, there is a plethora of info available and there are plenty of accommodation
and culinary options along the way. Everywhere seems to agree but without saying why. Is
there much scrambling? Some of the sections are quite exposed and there is a bit of scrambling
involved. Going over these segments when the elements are raging can be challenging. As
opposed to me bringing them on my entire 3 month hiking trip of Europe. It all depends on the
year. The Corsica. Good Morning Im planning to hike the gr 20 around Sept 15 to end of
September. It will be a solo trek unless i meet up with someone. Planning sleep in own tent. Use
Jet-boil for boiling water. Any specific observations as to whether walking boots would be a
better option. I used trail running shoes and found them to be fine. Definitely prefer them to
boots for the GR I there any special equipment required? And if i wish to do so, could i spend
only days on a part of the trailâ€¦or are there other hiking trails in corsica that are better suited
for beginners who want to witness breathtaking views? Your best bet would be to check out
Corsicaforhikers. It contains a wide range of options for hikers of all different levels of

experience. They also have a forum with up-to-date information on hiking in the region. I did the
GR20 3 years ago with 4 french french friends and I would highly recommend it. We did it in
October when the huts were open but not manned so were able to use the cooking facilities and
the bunks. We doubled up the stages so each day was between hours of walking. At the end if
you have done it you feel a massive achievement, probably have lost a stone in weight, the
countryside is stunning and for me it will be something that will stay with me for ever. If you
have the chance do it! My advice is keep your ruck sack as light as possible. Hi Cam, Thinking
of doing this this summer. Great write up- thanks for turning me on to this route! Will I need to
bring a stove or plan to carry 8 days of dehydrated beans? It seems like we could get by without
carrying too much food by eating at the huts, but wondering if that would slow us down much.
Also, do you have any ideas about the easiest way to fly there? Thanks for everything! Love the
poncho tarp!! In regards to cold soaking, you should be able to pick up oatmeal and ramen. Not
sure about couscous, and I doubt you would have much luck finding dehydrated beans I could
be wrong. Maybe a go for a combo of a four dinners in the huts and four bean dinners that you
carry from the start? In regards to flights, if memory serves I caught a cheap flight to Nice and
then got the ferry over from there. Hi Cam, Thanks! Another part of my trip will be to the
Dolomites area of northern Italy. I was wondering if you had an recommendations or have hear
about must do hikes there? In regards to shorter hikes in the Dolomites, consider basing
yourself in Dobbiaco for a few days. A friend of mine an I will hit the GR20 early septembre The
goal would be to hike as light as possible. Worst case, would It be possible to bring only
emergency food and eat all the meals in refugios? Or logistically it would be complicated? Do
you think that could be feasible? My friend and me are planning this trip upcoming July! Is it as
crowded as a lot of websites say? Do we have to reserve for the food in the refugees? Your best
bet for up-to-date info on the GR20 is probably the forum at Corsicaforhikers. Hi planning gr20
for next september. Or will I have to add solar panel to my 16kg pack?! The refuges do have
electricity, but they can also be crowded, so there is no guarantee you will always be able to
charge your devices. A small solar panel or a portable charger e. Anker would be the way to go.
Hi Cam, thank you for this information. Nice article. Is there usually a lot of it around mid May or
is there a way to avoid it? Any advice would be great. It really depends on the year. See this
thread on Corsicaforhikers. I have done parts of the PCT here and other thru hikes. Thank you
so much for your article by the way! I am completely fine being self-sufficient as for me it is part
of a wilderness thru hike and hated the fact we had to stay w people and eat in some specific
places; But your post reassured me. And if we encounter crazy corsicans w their riffles trying to
kick us out- I have some powerful bear sprays of my own lol :. It depends on the year, but in
May an ice axe and spikes could be handy. In September you should be fine going without
either item. Most guides that I have come across describe the route from North to South, is
there any websites that describe south to north? Is there snow on the northern part in Jul?
Thank you for all this wonderful information. I did thew GR20 back in ! I hope to be able to do it
again either or Halas, I no longer weigh the 60kg I did thenâ€¦. Hi there, I plan on using a
pyramid shelter without mesh protection against animals. Is it sound? Are there flies there?
Depending on the model, a pyramid-style shelter without a mesh inner should be fine for the GR
Is there private huts or accomodation on this route? I am planning to do GR20 in mid June in 6
days. How long should it take to hike the longest stretch between water sources? How much
water did you carry? There is potable water at all of the refuges and sporadic sources in
between. That said, I tend to drink a bit less than most folks, and it is generally recommended to
carry between 2 and 3 liters. Hi Cam. All the best, Cam. I looked at corsica for hikers. My
impression was that options we limited and that someone got them to make special for him but
it took cajoling. Seemed they make one thing and it usually has meat and dairy. But seemed like
their are some places to resupply along the way so you could kind of feel it out as you go.
Corsica is great and the trail is awesome from what I saw on my day hike. Hi Cam No questions
at this stage. Just wanted to say thank you for putting together this well-written and considered
article. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email.
Notify me of new posts by email. Email Address. Sign Me Up. Skip to content. Header Toggle.
As a general reference, given average conditions speedy hikers with light packs can usually do
it in 5 to 7 days not including side trips , whereas slower trekkers might take 15 or Season :
Early June to late October. Tip : If you want to avoid the crowds, steer clear of July and August.
Click here for an overview of what you can expect on the meteorological front in Corsica. Tip 2 :
When mapping out your trip itinerary, factor in an extra day or two in case of inclement weather.
Language : Speaking of which, from a communication perspective particularly if you are
trekking independently , it will be worth your while to learn some French before arriving on the
island. Resupply One of the biggest issues for many people on the GR20 is the question of
resupply. I recommend the following: You can supplement your supplies at Asco Stagu, Castel

di Verghio, Bavella and do a full resupply at Vizzavona. Enjoy at least a few meals at the
refugios mountain huts. If obtaining water from a hut, ask the guardian in charge whether or not
it is potable. Given reasonably fine weather, it is easy to follow from start to finish. Exposed
Terrain : Due to its undulating, sometimes rugged nature, walking on the GR20 is often slow
going. Certain sections of the hike are very exposed; keep an eye on the conditions at all times.
Weather Updates : In regards to the weather, cell phone reception can be sporadic in the
Corsican mountains. Check the long range forecast before setting out, and then get regular
updates at the Refugios mountain huts along the way. If a thunderstorm is heading in your
direction, discretion is usually the better part of valour. Kick back with a hot chocolate or red
wine and ride out the storm in the cozy confines of a refugio. Swimming: There are some
fantastic swimming holes along the GR On a hot day, a dip in one of these crystal clear pools is
an absolute must. Swimming Hole Heaven. Final Sunrise of the GR Share this: Email Facebook
Twit
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ter. Cheers, Cam. Hey Amanda, Some of the sections are quite exposed and there is a bit of
scrambling involved. All the best for your trip! Hi Blake, It all depends on the year. All the best
on your trip. Thanks John. Thank you Bruno. Hi, Thanks â€” very informative. Hi Andrew, I used
trail running shoes and found them to be fine. Hi Adam, In regards to cold soaking, you should
be able to pick up oatmeal and ramen. Best of luck on your hike! Hey Cam, thanks for this
handful lot of pertinent information about the GR Thank you! Hi, My friend and me are planning
this trip upcoming July! Kind regards, Fien. Hi Cam, Nice article. Hi Sarah, It really depends on
the year. Best of luck! Hi Laurence, It depends on the year, but in May an ice axe and spikes
could be handy. All the best on your hike! I am thinking of doing the GR20 and want to know if
dogs are permitted on the trail? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

